And Art Design

Jeff Duff was featured as a Solo Artist at the Project of Truth, West End and also with the 3rd annual “That’s Art!” exhibit in Cabot, AR. In addition, Jeff is currently working on an exhibition of his work at the Texas State Art and Design Department, San Marcos, TX.

Jeff Duff and his wife Sandy have purchased a new home in Alamo Heights, where they plan to remain for the rest of their lives.

Art and Design

Sandra Finch was elected to the Board of Directors of the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA). The election is effective January 1, 2015.

Music

Brian Johnson, a Texas State professor of music, will be among the participants in the 2015 Conference of the Harmonia Foundation, an international conference devoted to the study of organ music. Brian will be among the participants in the 2015 Conference of the Harmonia Foundation, an international conference devoted to the study of organ music.

Journalism and Mass Communication

In December, Vanessa Higgin-Joyce-Rogers received the “Alpha Chi on Florida Alpha Omicron” award at Texas State. In January, she was also notified of the acceptance of 11 new research studies she has authored. The studies focused on election reform and changing social dynamics. The National Media Reform Network (NMRN) and the Texas Media Reform Network (TMRN) are in the process of releasing a new report titled “Shutting This Stage,” which will be published in the 2015 Texas State Park Reader. The report is available on the NMRN website and will be released in March.

In addition, Bryan Johnson will be one of the participants in the 2015 Conference of the Harmonia Foundation, an international conference devoted to the study of organ music.

Editor Clark was named a finalist for the 2015 Glassboro University’s B.A. Journalism Award for Excellence in Scholarship. Student publications were also recognized in the competition. Clark was recognized for his work on the “The Situation Room,” which was featured in the 2015 National American Copy Editors Society Conference in Pittsburgh. Clark was also selected as a finalist for the Investigative Reporters and Editors Society (IRE) for his work on the “The Situation Room.”
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